
MORE  
TTHAN 
MEETS 

TTHE EYE

With  there’s 
more than meets the eye. 
Underneath the robust,  
outer containment sleeve, 
you’ll find our superhero CSST, 
together they make installing 
in unvented voids easier  
than ever before.
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COMPATIBLE WITH



INNER PIPE SLEEVED  
IN A UV RESISTANT  
POLYETHYLENE JACKET

CORRUGATED STAINLESS STEEL PIPE

OUTER SLEEVE OF  
RIBBED UV RESISTANT  
POLYETHYLENE JACKET

 PRODUCT RANGE

PART NO. DESCRIPTION PKG. QTY KG./REEL* REEL SIZE (DIA x WIDTH)*

P2-DN20-30M DN20-CSST-SLEEVED 30M COIL 12.7 50cmx33cm

P2-DN20-75M DN20-CSST-SLEEVED 75M COIL 29.2 55cmx55cm

P2-DN25-30M DN25-CSST-SLEEVED 30M COIL 18.3 55cmx55cm

P2-DN25-45M DN25-CSST-SLEEVED 45M COIL 25.2 55cmx55cm

P2-DN25-75M DN25-CSST-SLEEVED 75M COIL 38.4 65cmx69cm

P2-DN25-90M DN25-CSST-SLEEVED 90M COIL 46.7 65cmc69cm

P2-DN32-45M DN32-CSST-SLEEVED 45M COIL 33.5 65cmx69cm

P2-DN32-75M DN32-CSST-SLEEVED 75M COIL 52.3 65cmx69cm

P2-DN32-90M DN32-CSST-SLEEVED 90M COIL 61.9 65cmx69cm

P2-DN40-45M DN40-CSST-SLEEVED 45M COIL 39.8 65cmx69cm

P2-DN40-75M DN40-CSST-SLEEVED 75M COIL 66.8 80cmx65cm

P2-DN50-45M DN50-CSST-SLEEVED 45M COIL 59.9 80cmx65cm

 offers the performance  
and reliability of our CSST,  
with the added benefit  
of an integrated containment 
sleeve.

Its innovative design features 
a ridged underside on the 
external jacket, this creates 
space between the outer jacket 
and the inner pipe, ensuring that 
should it need to - any gas can 
ventilate. 

Thanks to our state-of-the-art 
manufacturing techniques,  
we have ensured that the added 
jacket is thin enough to not  
impede flexibility, while still being 
robust enough to protect the  
inner CSST pipe. 

The complete range…

Our comprehensive  
range of CSST, fittings  
and accessories ensure  
that whether the project  
is large or small, we can  
help. For full details of  
our complete range visit  
www.gastite.co.uk

No need to  
sleeve when  
installing in  
unvented voids.

Installs up to 70% 
quicker than traditional 
piping methods – 
saving both time  
and labour costs.

No hot works  
make   
a quicker, safer  
choice too.

Compatible with  
our innovative  

 fittings,  
which eliminate  
exposed stainless 
steel beyond the nut.

Flexible, making 
installation in  
even complex 
structures easy.

www.gastite.co.uk
info@gastite.co.uk

01509 508939
*Packed weights and reel sizes are approximate and may be subject to change.Custom lengths also available.


